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ABSTRACT

In recent years extensive effort has been expended to qualify buried nuclear
waste storage tanks under accident conditions. One of these conditiors is
deflagration of the combustible gasses which may build up over time. While
much work has been done to calculate the general strain state, less effort has
been made to address the local strains at structural discontinuities.

An analytical method is presented for calculating these local strains and
combining them with the general strain state. A closed form solution of the
local strains is compared to a finite element solution•

INTRODUCTION deflagration, the sudden increase in pressure could
cause the primary tank wall to expand and contact

Some forms of nuclear waste release combustible the secondary wall. The primary wall would be bent
gasses as they undergo radiological decay. These around the obstructions in the annulus causing
gasses can accumulate inside nuclear waste storage localized strains. Figure 1 shows the tank
tanks and, if ignited, can burn rapidly. This configuration. The instrument probe shown is the
deflagrafion event would cause a rapid increase in obstruction which caused the highest local strain.
internal tank pressure and temperature. Since most
tanks are not designed for deflagration this is a

beyond design basis event. I__!b Combustible

A common approach to deflagration analysis of Gasses
waste tanks is to use a strain limit as an acceptance
criterion. This is the methodology used in
NUREG/CR-5405 [1]. A nuclear waste storage tank at li)l_ Primary
Savannah River Site's In-Tank Precipitation facility Tank
is analyzed using this methodology. The tank design Secondary

Tank
details arid strain ai_a]ysis methodology are

discussed below. 1,

TANK DESIGN

The waste tank analyzed is a buried double

walled cylindrical tank with a cer,ter column. It is Ibl>) Bracket
designed with a steel wall as primary containment, & Bolts
and a reinforced concrete vault with a steel liner as

secondary containment. In the annular space between
the two walls are ventilation ducts, instrument

tubing, and other obstructions. In the event of a Figure 1. Waste Tank Design
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Figure 2 shows a section view of tile instrument probe sophistication knockdown factor, K1. This paper

' and bracket, presents a method for calculating K1 based oil tile

structural design details and tile refinement of tileI

Primary Tank _ global strain calculation.

When calculating the model sophistication
knockdown factor, K I, the strain concentrations from
all sources must be included. In addition the engineer
must be careful not to include strains addressed in the

"_" _P..........PF_be-_ _ far field analysis. This paper documents a closed

----- [\__] form solution for calculating K1, the model

sophistication factor, and compares it to a finite
element solution.

ii

LOCAL STRAINS

I,_ Secondary Tank Local strains are produced by structural
_ discontinuities or design details. Since the global or

I,_ far field strain analysis uses an axisymmetric model
which produces the general strain state, tile local

I'1_I' i_1_ strains are not addressed by tile FEA. Tile model
_ sophistication knockdown factor, K 1, addresses these

local strains. This paper presents an analytical
method for calculating the local strains, combining
them with tile general strain state, and quantifyingFigure 2. Waste Tank Design Details
the value of K1.

NUREG/CR-5405 METHODOLOGY

In NUREG/CR-5405 [1] the general strain state
calculation is a finite element analysis (FEA) based ANALYSIS
on axisymmetric theory or a small (5 ° to 10°) wedge
which does not address local strain concentrations. The local strains caused by bending the primary

tank wall around the bolts and bracket are calculated
The general or far field strains are accepted based on
the uniaxial ultimate strain, E,,, which has been using two methods: classical closed form _lution, and

reduced by three factors: tile finite element method.

CLOSED FORM SOLUTION

K1 - Model Sophistication Factor The local strains are calculated using classical
K2 -As Built Condition Factor limit analysis methods by Hodge [3] and plastic
K3 - Material Degradation Factor strain distribution methods by Nadai [4].

In addition to the K factors from NUREG/CR- Equilibrium Eauations
5405 [1], the uniaxial ultimate strain, I_,,, must be Assuming flat (in lieu of curved) plates
reduced by a triaxial strain factor in order to address separated by the height of the stud bolts and pipe
multiaxial loading. This triaxiality factor, TF, was clamp, tile plastic hinges of the system are identified
originally proposed by Davis and Connelly [2]. as follows. The equations of equilibrium, derived

from Figure 3, are as shown below.
Therefore, the allowable strain, I_An, is

= I. /_2calculated as follows: _MA -MA +_'/-'-e - VB_e-MB =0 (2)
I "_

Y.Mr_ = -M_ -Tpt;7. + VAt ,,- M a = 0 (3)
E:,, (1)

gAll = K1K2KBTF Y.Fv = VI_+ VA -Pte = 0 (4)

NUREG/CR-5405 [1] does not give a For the full plastic hinges at both pointsA&B,

methodology for calculating or quantifying the model the moments have tile same value which is tile
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F'asticShap Fact°r recta' gu'ar l' I Oo'1.5Po Plastic Moment M 0 =fF M0 nlb 3300k,0.5t )

Applying the value of the plastic hinge moment, the
loading on the unit strip plate is as follows.

A Applied Loading (Unit Strip) P0 lb/in 75
Total Displacement (Stud Bolt
Height) A in 2.5

Effective Length ee =,[ 4M°
P0 te in 13.3

X Reaction Force at A VA = Po_e V A lb 995

_e Rotation Angle q_= tan-l(A/Pe) (_ rad 0.186
I-"

The bending moment in tile primary liner for this
Figure 3. Primary Tank Loading at Obstruction loading is as follows.

ultimate moment of the section ( M A = M B= M 0). It is 1 ")

M(x) = M o - VAX + _Po x_ (8)noted that tile pressure loading which produces the
plastic hinge at point B applies a direct load on the
secondary liner and concrete. Thus, since the primary Using the moment equation, tile length of the plastic
tank between points A & B responds as a cantilever, region, (',, is derived as follows.

the reaction force at point A is equal to the total load Po _,
on the tank section (V A = Pf-e), and tile reaction force •

at point B is zero. Thus the equilibrium equations
reduce to the following. Mo

VA = pC, (5)

"a''_ prT,- Mo = 0 (6)-M 0 - _ _,+
M_ VA

toe _ 4__Mo (7) _,
-V P

Thus it is concluded that the effective length Figure 4. Plastic Region of Primary Tank
(-Pe) is a function of the ultimate moment capacity of
the material and the applied pressure. Summing the moments at point C, as shown in Figure

4, yields the following equation.
Results

The ultimate moment capacity of the plate is _,M c =M1-½Po_,+VA_'/,-Mo =0 (9)
based on the material (ASTM A537 Class 1)

properties and is calculated as follows. The collapse Bending moment at initial yield
load yield stress, o 0, is from the ASME Code F1334.6 point is as follows. M 1=M 0/j M 1 inlb 2200

[5] which allows the greater of 1.2Sy and 1.5Sm, but Solving Equation (9)for fp
not larger than 0.7S u

VA +_V2-4(P°/2)(M°-M1) fr in 1.16_'p=
Collapse load Yield Stress 2(Po/2)

O0 =0.7Su O0 psi 52,800
Plate Width (Unit) W in 1.0 Since the plastic zone of the plate extends on both

Plate Thickness t in 0.5 sides of the support, the total plastic length, L,, is a

Inertia (Unit Strip) I =4WI 3 I in4 .0104 minimum of 2_,. Using the angle of plastic rotation
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and the total plastic length, tile plastic strains at strain and ultimate strain from a uniaxial tensile test
' the plastic hinge are as follows. (See Figure 5.) as shown in the following equation. This ratio

produces a K1 value that, when divided into tile

Total plastic length Lp = 2t'_, Lp in 2.32 ultimate strain, reduces tile strain allowable by tile

The plastic "strain deflection" is value of tile local strain.

=__+n= 2 = ' Using the ultimate strain of G, =0.18, the K1
2 2 _ (_¢p in 0.0466 knockdown factor is calculated as follows.

The plastic strain is as follows.

¢'_,= _)Et,/Lt, £i, i_/_ 0.020

_/2 - Ep
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The effective length and local strains are
5._ calculated using the ABAQUS finite element code [6].

2 The model consists of a deformable mesh of shell

elements and a rigid surface. The shell elements
represent the primary tank wall as shown below in
Figure 6. The rigid surface represents the tank vault

wall and instrument probe bracket as shown in Figure
L 7. Tile FEM, like tile closed form solution, is based on

a unit strip theory.

Y

Lx
y-symmetry

x-symmetry y-symmetry

Figure 6. Deformable Finite Element Mesh

Figure 5. Plastic Strains _ Deflagration Pressure

The total plastic strain is 2%. The implied
assumption in the preceding calculation is that the
plastic strains are uniformly distributed over tile
total plastic length. The accuracy of this assumption
is investigated using the finite element method.

Rioi;I

K 1 Knockdown Factor Surface _1]

The K1 knockdown factor, when divided into
the ultimate uniaxial strain, accounts for the local z ,e
strains caused by structural discontinuities. The x
value of the K1 factor is based on the ratio of local _ #_'S'11"rl"v'r'v'''''_''v'_'vl'r'

Figure 7. Finite Element Model
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. Model Descriotion

Tile primary tank and tile surface which it _"i I _------,._contacts (the bracket, bolts and secondary vault wall) __

are modeled in tile finite element analysis. [ I
I_ fe _'_ I

The primary tank is modeled as a deformable
mesh of shell elements. A four node reduced

integration linear shell element with five Figure 8. Finite Element Model Displaced Shape
integration points through tile thickness is used. Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Material
Symmetry boundary conditions are used to implement
the unit strip theory. The model also takes
advantage of symmetry at tile instrument probe center

line as shown in Figure 7. _____.______
Two cases are analyzed. In the first case the

material properties are assumed to be elastic- [_.., h,._[
perfectly plastic. In the second case tile material I-'_" C_ "-I
strain hardening effects are included.

Figure 9. Finite Element Model Displaced Shape
Analysis Method Strain ltardening Material

In order to maintain tight tolerances oil
equilibrium, the automatic pressure incrementation
scheme in ABAQUS is used. This implicit algorithm Maximum Local Strain. The maximu_n local
uses Newton's method [7] to integrate the equilibrium p!astic strains calculated using the elastic-Ferfectly

equations. The pressure is applied incrementally up plastic finite element model are presented below in
to 75 psi, and the increment size is adjusted based on Figure 10. From the plastic strain contour plot it can
the convergence rate. The pressure increment size is be seen that the highest strain is 30% at the point

reduced when the contact conditions change and at where the primary tank contacts the bolts. The FEA
the onset of plastic deformation in the primary liner results are much higher than the closed form solution
near tile bolt as dictated by the incrementation results because there is no redistribution of the strains

algorithm, to other parts of the structure. Once the section of the
primary tank in contact with the bolt starts to yield
tile strains accumulate at that point.

The results of the finite element analysis
include displacements of the model and strains. As can be seen in Figure 11 below, the inclusion

of strain hardening material properties causes the
Eff_tctiw Length, The effective length, ,',., plastic strains to redistribute away from the initial

calculated using the finite element model with point of yielding. The maximum plastic strain
elastic-perfectly plastic material properties is calculated using the strain hardening model is 2.6%.
presented below in Figure 8. From the displaced This is in good agreement with the closed form
shape plot it can be seen that the effective length is solution results. The assumption that the plastic
13.8 in. The finite element solution is within strains are uniformly distributed over the total

engineering accuracyofthetheoretical, plastic length is fairly accurate for a strain
hardening material.

The finite element model which includes

material strain hardening effects produces an
effective length, re, of 19.8 in. (Figure 9). This longer

effective length is attributed to the increased moment
capacity of the primary tank wall due to strain
hardening.
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• Tilt, closed form solution and the strain

-4.19e-3 hardening finite element analysis are ill good

+7.26e-2 Bolt agreement on the maximum plastic strain, CI,.

.... +1.50e-1 Location Tile assurnption that tile plastic strains are
uniformly distributed over tile total plastic/

+2.27e-1 | length is reasonable for a strain hardening

+3.05e-1 _ material.• The metl,)ds presented in this paper for
quantifying the NUREG/CR-5405 [11 model
_phistication knockdown factor, K1, are valid.

Figure 10. Plastic Strain Contours from FEA
Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Material ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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